Notes

1/ See also Annex IX for a specific analysis on rape and sexual assault in the camps.

2/ For information on mass graves, see Annex X, on Mass Graves.


11/ US Department of State Declassified Materials, 94-89, IHRLI Doc. No. 56603-56605. Reports indicate that in August 1992 the camp's population rose dramatically with the transfer of prisoners following the Omarska camp's closure.
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15/ US Department of State Declassified Materials, 94-2, IHRLI Doc. No. 56324-56327.

16/ US Department of State Declassified Materials, 94-37, IHRLI Doc. No. 56440-56447.


23/ Id.


28/ Id.

29/ US Department of State Declassified Materials, 94-37, IHRLI Doc. No. 56440-56447.
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41/ US Department of State Declassified Materials, 94-274, IHRLI Doc. No. 57219-57222.


49/ US Department of State Declassified Materials, 94-2, IHRLI Doc. No.
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51/ Confidential Note from Anne-Marie Thalman, Humanitarian Affairs Officer Civil Affairs, Zagreb, to Georg Mautner-Markhof, Chief, Special Procedures Section, Centre for Human Rights, Geneva, 19 November 1992, IHRLI Doc. No. 49183-49196. The subject of this Note is a report established by Mr. Zdravko Grebo, Professor at University of Sarajevo.


53/ US Department of State Declassified Materials, 94-89, IHRLI Doc. No. 56603-56605. The subject reportedly had relatively free range of the camp.
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67/ According to one report, each housing building was divided into six groups and each group went separately into the mess hall. Each building reportedly had one prisoner trustee (Poverenik) who was responsible for getting everyone out fast and for keeping order.


74/ US Department of State Declassified Materials, 94-274, IHRLI Doc. No. 57219-57222.


79/ United Kingdom Defence Debriefing Team, "Special Report, CFN 410,
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81/ According to one subject, those released on that date were either born before March 1950 or after 1973. He said that the approximately 3,000 prisoners remaining included some new detainees from Kotor Varoš (approximately 50 persons). See, an official UN source, IHRLI Doc. No. 3300-3304.


84/ US Department of State Declassified Materials, 94-98, IHRLI Doc. No. 56632-56634.


88/ For a full description of the ICRC's activities at the Manjača camp, see paragraphs 281-287 above.


90/ This number also appears as 1,009 in other reports.
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No. 9422-9427. Helsinki Watch reported that during its 13 December 1992 visit to the camp, it witnessed 500 men (319 Muslims, 180 Croats and one German—numbers reportedly given by Serbian authorities administering the camp), being taken away from Manjača on buses marked "VRS" (Vojska Republike Srbije—Army of the Serbian Republic). Helsinki Watch reported that these men were allegedly taken for prisoner exchanges with the Bosnian and Croatian forces, and for several days their whereabouts were unknown until the ICRC announced the following week that the missing prisoners were found at a camp in Batković.


100/ US Department of State Declassified Materials, 94-243, IHRLI Doc. No. 57122-57125, refugee statement.
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107/ They also noted that the difference in the manning of the two camps resulted from their locations, with Omarska being situated in the midst of a greater number of Serb villages, whereas Manjača, a large pre-war JNA training area being in an unpopulated area.


112/ US Department of State Declassified Materials, 94-174, IHRLI Doc. No. 56877-56878. Subject was reportedly re-arrested following his release from Manjača and sent to another detention facility.

113/ When the prisoners arrived at Manjača, there were reportedly several other trailer trucks full of prisoners already there. It was reported that the bodies of 17 men who had suffocated while in transit were removed from one truck which carried men from Sanski Most.


116/ Id.


118/ Centre for Collecting Documentation and Processing Data on the Liberation War, Zagreb, Croatia, Weekly Bulletin No. 9, 4 October 1993, IHRLI Doc. No. 40344, 40347.


121/ US Department of State Declassified Materials, 94-86, IHRLI Doc.
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No. 56593-56594.


123/ Witness Statement Submitted by War Crimes Investigation and Documentation, BiH Information Centre, London, IHRLI Doc. No. 2984A1-2984A5. Identified witness, a former nurse, was reportedly held at Manjača until 15 September 1992, when the ICRC came to the camp.


131/ US Department of State Declassified Materials, 94-37, IHRLI Doc. No. 56440-56447. Thereafter, on about 3 July, unidentified Serbs went house-to-house and took about 32 men prisoner. The men were ultimately transferred to a reported detention camp in a gymnasium in Sanski Most which already held 400 men from Sanski Most and was allegedly run by the local civilian police.
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136/ US Department of State Declassified Materials, 94-108, IHRLI Doc. No. 56663-56666. The subject, a 30 year-old waiter from Višegrad, was interned at Omarska from 29 May to 6 August 1992.


140/ Division of Information and Research Ministry of Health of the Republic of Croatia, Testimony PRIJ-408, IHRLI Doc. No. 39578A-39581A.

141/ US Department of State Declassified Materials, 94-227, IHRLI Doc. No. 57068-57071. Subject is identified in the source materials.


145/ Centre for Collecting Documentation and Processing Data on the Liberation War, Zagreb, Croatia, Weekly Bulletin No. 9, 4 October 1993, IHRLI Doc. No. 40344, 40347.

146/ US Department of State Declassified Materials, 94-197, IHRLI Doc. No. 56949-56954. Subject is a BiH Muslim metal worker from Kevljani (where he had been the head of the Territorial Defence force) who was at the Omarska camp from May to 28 August 1992 when transferred to Manjača. He was held at Manjača until released on 14 November 1992 to the Karlovac Transit Centre.

147/ US Department of State Declassified Materials, 94-2, IHRLI Doc. No. 56324-56327.

148/ Id.

149/ Id.
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151/ US Department of State Declassified Materials, 94-227, IHRLI Doc. No. 57068-57071. Subject is identified in the source materials.


156/ US Department of State Declassified Materials, 94-233, IHRLI Doc. No. 57090-5702. Subject said that he actually saw the killing of one man and that other prisoners saw the other killings.

157/ US Department of State Declassified Materials, 94-241, IHRLI Doc. No. 57116-57119. Subject is identified in the source material.
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180/ Id.

181/ Centre for Collecting Documentation and Processing Data on the Liberation War, Zagreb, Croatia, Weekly Information Bulletin No. 9, 4 October 1993, IHRLI Doc. No. 40344, 40347.
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190/ US Department of State Declassified Materials, 94-165, IHRLI Doc. No. 56844-56849.


196/ Centre for Collecting Documentation and Processing Data on the Liberation War, Zagreb, Croatia, Weekly Bulletin No. 9, 4 October 1993, IHRLI Doc. No. 40344, 40347.


199/ US Department of State Declassified Materials, 92-274, IHRLI Doc. No. 57219-57222; Roy Gutman, "Prisoners of Serbia's War: Tales of Hunger,
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Torture at Camp in North Bosnia", in *A Witness to Genocide* 28 (1993), IHRLI Doc. No. 24877-24883.


209/ Id., IHRLI Doc. No. 267.


217/ United Kingdom Defence Debriefing Team, "Summary No. 10 of Atrocity
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221/ US Department of State Declassified Materials, 94-274, IHRLI Doc. No. 57219-57222.


228/ US Department of State Declassified Materials, 94-174, IHRLI Doc. No. 56877-56878.
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238/ Id.


244/ US Department of State Declassified Materials, 94-243, IHRLI Doc. No. 57122-57125, refugee statement.
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251/ Id.


256/ Subject is described in the source material.


258/ The subject is described in the source materials.


260/ Subject is described in the source material.


264/ US Department of State Declassified Materials, 94-274, IHRLI Doc. No. 57219-57222. The guard/commander is identified in the source materials.


266/ Subjects identified the officer in command of the buses in the source materials.
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269/ Out of an estimated 1,200.


272/ He stated that he did not know the charges.


278/ ICRC lists of detention camps do not include a camp by the name of Dubička Gora.


280/ IHRLI Doc. No. 11409-11410.


282/ An official UN source, IHRLI Doc. No. 11409-11410.


286/ Subjects were reportedly six of the eight known survivors of the skirmish. Helsinki Watch, War Crimes in Bosnia-Hercegovina, Vol II (April 1993), IHRLI Doc. No. 9451-9453.


288/ The names of the three guards were Saša, Milenko and Zoran. Helsinki Watch, War Crimes in Bosnia-Hercegovina, Volume II (April 1993), IHRLI Doc. No. 9452.

289/ Id., IHRLI Doc. No. 9451-9453.

290/ Id.

291/ Id.

292/ Id.

293/ Id.

294/ Id.

295/ Id.


299/ After treatment, subject states that the Croatian prisoners were transferred to Stara Gradiška Prison (formerly known as Bosanska Gradiška). US Department of State Declassified Materials, 94-106, IHRLI Doc. No. 56658-56660.

300/ Id., IHRLI Doc. No. 56658-56660.

301/ According to the subject, this was because they were prisoners of war. Id.

302/ Id.

303/ United States Mission, Third Submission to the United Nations,
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IHRLI Doc. No. 2118, 2128-2129.

304/ Id. Four of seven survivors of the 21 August mass murder at Vlašica.

305/ Accounts describing conditions and treatment of prisoners for concurrent dates of detention at both the Banja Luka Hospital (see paragraphs 410-416 above) and the Paprikovac Optical Hospital are very similar. Furthermore, as both accounts pertain to several of the skirmish survivors, it is possible that the descriptions refer to the same hospital.


307/ Id.

308/ Id.

309/ Id. The commander is not named in the report.

310/ Id. The youth claims that he and the other prisoners were forced to drink urine each morning and evening.

311/ Id.


313/ Id.

314/ Id.


319/ Trešnjevka, "A List of Rape/Death Camps in Bosnia-Hercegovina", 28
September 1992, IHRLI Doc. No. 25314. A search of the available maps does not turn up a town in Banja Luka by the name of Laktaši. It is possible that the camp is located in the county of Laktaši situated on Banja Luka's north eastern border.


321/ Id.

322/ Id.

323/ Id.

324/ Id.


331/ Id.

332/ Wilbert van Hovell, Senior Legal Advisor, Special Operation in the Former Yugoslavia, letter to Professor Roman Wieruszewcki, UN Human Right Centre, 15 January 1993, IHRLI Doc. No. 11388.
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343/ Agence France Presse, 20 June 1994.

344/ Id.

345/ Id.

346/ Id.

347/ Id.

348/ Id.

349/ Id.

350/ Id.


352/ Id.

353/ Id.


355/ US Department of State, Declassified Material, IHRLI Doc. No.
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57180.

356/ An official UN source, IHRLI Doc. No. 12927.


359/ An official UN source, IHRLI Doc. No. 12927.


362/ Id.

363/ US Department of State, Declassified Material, IHRLI Doc. No. 56544.


365/ US Department of State, Declassified Material, IHRLI Doc. No. 56544.

366/ US Department of State, Declassified Material, IHRLI Doc. No. 57181.

367/ US Department of State, Declassified Material, IHRLI Doc. No. 56544.

368/ US Department of State, Declassified Material, IHRLI Doc. No. 57129.


371/ US Department of State, Declassified Material, 3 August 1993, IHRLI Doc. No. 33751 (reporting his name and his position as Camp Commander); US Department of State, Declassified Material, IHRLI Doc. No. 57046 (giving his full name, with the alias, and his position as Camp Director), IHRLI Doc. No. 57132 (reporting his birth information, his height, weight, hair color, and official rank).

372/ US Department of State, Declassified Material, IHRLI Doc. No. 57046.
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374/ US Department of State, Declassified Material, IHRLI Doc. No. 57132.

375/ US Department of State, Declassified Material, IHRLI Doc. No. 57181. Born about 1936, Vasiljević was 175 centimetres tall, weighed 80 kilograms, had black hair, and always wore a JNA uniform.

376/ US Department of State, Declassified Material, IHRLI Doc. No. 57038.


378/ Id., IHRLI Doc. No. 23457.

379/ US Department of State, Declassified Material, IHRLI Doc. No. 57129.


381/ US Department of State, Declassified Material, IHRLI Doc. No. 57152.

382/ US Department of State, Declassified Material, 3 August 1993, IHRLI Doc. No. 33750.

383/ United States Government, Letter to United Nations Secretary General, 26 January 1993, IHRLI Doc. No. 5848. The source claims that 120 prisoners from Čelopek joined an undetermined number of prisoners already in Zvornik courthouse. Most of these were then transferred on 15 July. Therefore, at least 60 prisoners were transferred.


385/ Id.

386/ US Department of State, Declassified Material, IHRLI Doc. No. 56748.


392/ US Department of State, Declassified Material, IHRLI Doc. No.
57129.


396/ An official UN source, IHRLI Doc. No. 12928.

397/ US Department of State, Declassified Material, IHRLI Doc. No. 57048.

398/ Id., IHRLI Doc. No. 57046.


401/ Id.

402/ An official UN source, IHRLI Doc. No. 12928.

403/ Id.

404/ United States Government, Letter to United Nations Secretary General, 26 January 1993, IHRLI Doc. No. 5845. The individual who witnessed this can identify the guards. In total, he witnessed 15 deaths.


407/ Id.

408/ US Department of State, Declassified Material, 3 August 1993, IHRLI Doc. No. 33747.
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418/ Id.

419/ Roy Gutman, "Nowhere Men", Newsday, 24 Jan 1993, IHRLI Doc. No. 7589. JNA Colonel Petar Dmitrović was reported to be the camp Commander as early as July, 1992. It is unclear whether he was removed from command and later reinstated, or if he was always in charge and others reported to be in charge of the camp after July 1992 were just his subordinates.


423/ US Department of State, Declassified Material, IHRLI Doc. No. 57161.


425/ US Department of State, Declassified Material, IHRLI Doc. No. 57166.

426/ Id.

427/ An official UN source, IHRLI Doc. No. 12927.

428/ Id.

429/ Id.


431/ US Department of State, Declassified Material, IHRLI Doc. No. 56544.
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7589.

433/ Id.

434/ Id.

435/ US Department of State, Declassified Material, IHRLI Doc. No. 56545.


438/ Id., IHRLI Doc. No. 21608.

439/ Id.

440/ Id.


444/ Id.


446/ US Department of State, Declassified Material, IHRLI Doc. No. 56545.


448/ Id.


450/ Id., IHRLI Doc. No. 19147.

451/ Id., IHRLI Doc. No. 19147, 19291.
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457/ An official UN source, IHRLI Doc. No. 12927.


459/ An official UN source, IHRLI Doc. No. 12927.

460/ Id.

461/ Id.


463/ Id.

464/ Id.

465/ Id.

466/ The report suggests the existence of a prison: "This school should also be a 'private' prison consisting of nine prisoners." European Community Monitoring Mission, Submission to the United Nations, 12 May 1993, IHRLI Doc. No. 19151.

467/ Id., IHRLI Doc. No. 19167.

468/ Id.

469/ Id.


471/ Id.

472/ US Department of State, Declassified Material, IHRLI Doc. No. 56832-56835, at 56833.

473/ Id.
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477/ US Department of State, Declassified Material, IHRLI Doc. No. 56834, 56835.

478/ US Department of State, Declassified Material, IHRLI Doc. No. 56833.

479/ US Department of State, Declassified Material, IHRLI Doc. No. 56834.

480/ Id.


482/ US Department of State, Declassified Material, IHRLI Doc. No. 56833.

483/ US Department of State, Declassified Material, 3 August 1993, IHRLI Doc. No. 33756.


495/ U.S. Department of State, Declassified Material, IHRLI Doc. No.
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57200.

496/ U.S. Department of State, Declassified Material, IHRLI Doc. No. 57200.


500/ U.S. Department of State, Declassified Material, IHRLI Doc. No. 57200.


503/ An official UN source, Witness Statement provided by the German Organization Bureau for the Suffering/Needy Persons of Eastern Europe, IHRLI Doc. No.023684,751-2.

504/ An official UN source, Witness Statement provided by the German Organization Bureau for the Suffering/Needy Persons of Eastern Europe, IHRLI Doc. No.023684,751-2.

505/ An official UN source, Witness Statement provided by the German Organization Bureau for the Suffering/Needy Persons of Eastern Europe, IHRLI Doc. No.023684,751-2.

506/ An official UN source, Witness Statement provided by the German Organization Bureau for the Suffering/Needy Persons of Eastern Europe, IHRLI Doc. No.023684,751-2.

507/ An official UN source, IHRLI Doc. No. 005880,6.

508/ An official UN source, IHRLI Doc. No. 005880,7.

509/ An official UN source, IHRLI Doc. No.005880-88 at Doc.No.005880,7; see also IHRLI Doc.No.005887.

510/ An official UN source, IHRLI Doc. No. 005880,7.

511/ An official UN source, IHRLI Doc. No. 005880,7.

512/ An official UN source, IHRLI Doc. No. 005880,7.

513/ Former Yugoslavia, Places of detention and number of detainees visited by the ICRC, Fax dated 27 May 1994, IHRLI Doc. No. 064437,8.

514/ An official UN source, IHRLI Doc. No.005880-88.
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515/ An official UN source, IHRLI Doc. No.005880-88.
516/ An official UN source, IHRLI Doc. No.005880-88.
517/ An official UN source, IHRLI Doc. No.005880-88.
518/ An official UN source, IHRLI Doc. No.005880-88.
519/ An official UN source.
520/ Note by the Secretary General, February 26, 1993, with Mazowiecki Report attached, IHRLI Doc. No. 035802,16; Update on ICRC Activities in the Former Yugoslavia, IHRLI Doc. No. 029968,76.
521/ U.S. Department of State, witness statement, IHRLI Doc. No. 057032-5; see also, United States Seventh Submission to the United Nations, April 13, 1993, IHRLI Doc. No. 018225,39, which includes a description of prisoner maltreatment at "the detention centre" in Bileća. According to one witness, 50 Muslim male prisoners were singled out for physical abuse. Each night the police would enter the camp and conduct "telephone" torture. This consisted of administering 40 volt electric shocks through telephone wires affixed to the victims' fingers. Each time the phone was dialed the prisoner received a shock.

Additionally, the witness reports that between 9:00 and 10:00 p.m. on 5 September 1992, police came to the jail claiming to be White Eagles and threatened to kill all of the inmates. The prisoners then boarded up the iron door to their cell in order to prevent the White Eagles from entering. Later, a Serbian guard warned the prisoners that the White Eagles were returning. The guard then threw the key to their cell into the bushes. For having helped the Muslims, the Serbian guard was beaten and held in an isolation cell with four Muslims.

Apparently, then, the White Eagles laid siege to the jail for three hours. Six prisoners were wounded by bullets. The White Eagles shot at the cell and threw tear gas into the windows.

522/ U.S. Department of State, witness statement, IHRLI Doc. No. 057032-5; see also, United States Seventh Submission to the United Nations, April 13, 1993, IHRLI Doc. No. 018225,39, which includes a description of prisoner maltreatment at "the detention centre" in Bileća.
523/ U.S. Department of State, witness statement, IHRLI Doc. No. 057032-5; see also, United States Seventh Submission to the United Nations, April 13, 1993, IHRLI Doc. No. 018225,39, which includes a description of prisoner maltreatment at "the detention centre" in Bileća.
524/ U.S. Department of State, witness statement, IHRLI Doc. No. 057032-5; see also, United States Seventh Submission to the United Nations, April 13, 1993, IHRLI Doc. No. 018225,39.
525/ U.S. Department of State, witness statement, IHRLI Doc. No. 057032-5; see also, United States Seventh Submission to the United Nations, April 13, 1993, IHRLI Doc. No. 018225,39.
526/ Former Yugoslavia, Places of detention and number of detainees visited by the ICRC, fax dated 27 May 1994, IHRLI Doc. No. 064437,8.
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527/ U.S. Department of State, witness statement, IHRLI Doc. No. 057032-5; see also, United States Seventh Submission to the United Nations, April 13, 1993, IHRLI Doc. No. 018225,39.

528/ Former Yugoslavia, Places of detention and number of detainees visited by the ICRC, fax dated 27 May 1994, IHRLI Doc. No. 064437,8.


530/ U.S. Department of State, witness statement, IHRLI Doc. No. 056853,4.


532/ Note by the Secretary-General, February 26, 1993, with attached Mazowiecki report, IHRLI Doc. No. 035802,16.

533/ Note by the Secretary-General, February 26, 1993, with attached Mazowiecki report, IHRLI Doc. No. 035802,16.

534/ For example, a document entitled List No. 2, Municipality of Gacko, Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina (Eastern Herzegovina), Issue: Ethnic Cleansing of Muslims, IHRLI Doc. No. 024001-12.


537/ An official UN source, IHRLI Doc. No. 048159.

538/ An official UN source, IHRLI Doc. No. 048159.

539/ An official UN source, IHRLI Doc. No. 048159.

540/ An official UN source, IHRLI Doc. No. 048159.

541/ An official UN source, IHRLI Doc. No. 048159.

542/ An official UN source, IHRLI Doc. No. 048159.

543/ An official UN source, IHRLI Doc. No. 048159.
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549/ Update on ICRC Activities in the Former Yugoslavia, IHRLI Doc. No. 064437,8.

550/ This camp may, in fact, also be the same as the camp reported at the Reserve Officers School.

551/ According to the State Commission for Gathering Facts on War Crimes in the Republic of Bosnia-Herzegovina, there were 2600 prisoners in the Bileća barracks as of October 1992, IHRLI Doc. No. 013219,37.


553/ United Kingdom Mission To the Office of the United Nations and Other International Organisations at Geneva, Letter, 30 September 1993, and attached Defence Debriefing Team reports, IHRLI Doc. No. 043006,10,250; Defence Debriefing Team (DDT) Special Report on Prisoner of War (PW) Camps in the Former Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY)(note, the title of this British report is a misnomer in that it includes information on camps in the former Yugoslavia, for example in Bosnia and Herzegovina, as is Bileća, rather than in the FRY exclusivly), 24 March 1994, IHRLI Doc. No. 063834.
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571/ There is also evidence in this report of a Stara Gradiška prison in Croatia. The geographic location of the facilities suggest that they are separated only by the Sava River. It is quite possible that the two facilities are related, i.e. co-operatively or jointly controlled.


588/ US Dept of State Unclassified Documents No.94/1-94/276, IHRLI
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Doc.No. 056320-057229 at IHRLI Doc.No.056751.


Notes (continued)

607/ The Serbian shelling of the village of Čukove began on 10 June 1992 at 10 a.m. At this time, the witness and others fled to the nearby forest but were later arrested by Serbs in Radić. Croatian Information Centre, A Written Statement, November 1992, IHRLI Doc. No. 11662-11665.
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632/ Yugoslavian Daily Survey, Croats Torture Serbs In Bosanski Brod, IHRLI Doc. No. 047944.


634/ Yugoslavian Daily Survey, Croats Torture Serbs In Bosanski Brod, IHRLI Doc. No. 047944.


646/  Serbian Council Information Centre, Document 5, IHRLI Doc. No. 014208-014210.

647/  Serbian Council Information Centre, Document 5, IHRLI Doc. No. 014208-014210.


655/  Serbian War Crimes in Bosnia and Herzegovina: Ethnic Cleansing
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661/ Serbian Council Information Centre, Doc. 1, IHRLI Doc. No. 014134-014136.


663/ Serbian Council Information Centre, Doc. 1, IHRLI Doc. No. 014194-014135.

664/ Serbian Council Information Centre, Doc. 1, IHRLI Doc. No. 014194-014135.


668/ Serbian Council Information Centre, Doc. 1, IHRLI Doc. No. 014194-014135.
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674/ A UN memorandum stated that UN personnel stationed in Dvor believed that the existence of a detention camp in Bosanski Novi "is only the tip of the iceberg involving the concerted action of local Serbian authorities in Bosnia-Herzegovina trying to establish a Serbian Republic of Bosnia-Herzegovina, free of Muslims." Helsinki Watch, War Crimes in Bosnia-Hercegovina, (Aug. 1992) IHRLI Doc.No. 000277-000390 at Doc. No. 000354.


678/ An official UN source, IHRLI Doc.No. 003267-003268 at Doc.No. 003267.


681/ Amnesty International, Bosnia-Herzegovina: Gross Abuses of Basic Human Rights, Oct. 1992, at Doc.No. 050194. According to a UN staffer stationed in the town of Dvor, near Bosanski Novi, the football field in the village of Bosanski Novi was used primarily as a "holding ground where Muslim groups are detained while their houses are being 'searched', the men isolated and transported to concentration camps." Helsinki Watch, War Crimes in Bosnia-Hercegovina, (Aug. 1992) IHRLI Doc.No. 000277-000390 at Doc. No. 000353.
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690/ Field Notes, Helsinki Watch, Aug. 5, 1993 at Doc.No. 032327; See also Republic of Bosnia-Herzegovina Ministry of Internal Affairs Sarajevo, Report of Crimes Committed against Humanity and the International Law and of Concentration Camps formed by the Aggressor in Bosnia and Herzegovina, IHRLI Doc.No.048204-048243 at Doc. No.048218.
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711/ Among other things, they were made to cut the grass by hand.


716/ International Society for Human Rights: British Section, Human Rights and Serbia: The Situation in Serbia, Montenegro, Kosovo, Vojvodina, Bosnia-Herzegovina (Serb-held area) and Croatia (Serb-held area), 29 May 1992, IHRLI Doc. No. 009191-009201 at Doc. No. 009201.
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733/ Also written "Kozila".


738/ Centre for Investigation of War Crimes and Crimes of Genocide on the Moslems, Testimony and other documents, IHRLI Doc.No. 022295 - 022316 at
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744/ A room which measured six by four metres.
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754/ US Department of State, Account, IHRLI Doc. No. 057014-057020.


756/ National Organization for Vicitim Assistance, Recommendations for Assistance to Victims of Trauma in the Former Yugoslavia, IHRLI Doc. No. 009114, 009157-009159.

757/ US Department of State, Account, IHRLI Doc. No. 057014-057020.

758/ National Organization for Vicitim Assistance, Recommendations for Assistance to Victims of Trauma in the Former Yugoslavia, IHRLI Doc. No. 009114, 009157-009159.

759/ US Department of State, Account, IHRLI Doc. No. 057014-057020.

760/ US Department of State, Account, IHRLI Doc. No. 056606-056609.

761/ US Department of State, Account, IHRLI Doc. No. 056606-056609.


764/ Account, IHRLI Doc. No. 057014-057020.
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776/ US Department of State, Account, IHRLI Doc. No. 057014-057020.


792/ Society for Threatened Peoples, Ethnic Cleansing Genocide for
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Greater Serbia, IHRLI Doc. No. 014463-014464.


800/ US Department of State, Account, IHRLI Doc. No. 056636-056638.

801/ US Department of State, Account, IHRLI Doc. No. 056636-056638.

802/ US Department of State, Account, IHRLI Doc. No. 056636-056638.
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34182; see also, The Riyasat of Islamic Community, September 1992, "On The Chetnik Crimes Over The Muslim Women In The Course Of Aggression In 1992 Upon The Republic Of Bosnia-Herzegovina", IHRLI Doc. No. 39440A, which alleges a concentration camp for women in Brezovo Polje where Serb forces abuse the women detained.
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1043/ Tanjug, Home News, 30 September 1992, IHRLI Doc. No. 48004. A review of the documents available reflects the fact that apparently no international organization, including the ICRC, ever visited any of the alleged places of detention in Brcko. Whether or not they could have gained access if they tried is another question. One agreement on the release and transfer of prisoners included a request for clarification of Brcko as an alleged place of detention under Serbian control. The parties to that agreement met at the invitation of the ICRC. See, Agreement On The Release And Transfer Of Prisoners, Annex A3, List Of Alleged Places Of Detention According To Information Provided By The Parties During The Plenipotentiary Conference For Which Clarification Is Requested, 1 October 1992, IHRLI Doc. No. 4384, 4392.
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1049/ Serbian Submission, IHRLI Doc. No. 11745-11845, at 11806-11807.
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1062/ US Department of State, IHRLI Doc. No. 57212.
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1070/ US Department of State, IHRLI Doc. No. 57213.

1071/ Id.

1072/ Id.

1073/ Id.
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1078/ US Department of State, IHRLI Doc. No. 57213.
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1082/ Open Letter From Dragomir Djoki•, Yugoslav Ambassador, U.N. Doc. S/24993, 18 December 1992, IHRLI Doc. No. 48348; Bordellos of Screams: Confessions by The Women Raped in Muslim and Croatian Prisons, IHRLI Doc. No. 7087, 48571, 48574 (stating that approximately 150 Serbs were held there); Open Letter From Yugoslav Ambassador Dragomir Djoki• to Frits Kalshoven, 27
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1083/ Open Letter from Professor Biljana Plavšić, Member of Presidency, 27 September 1992, IHRLI Doc. No. 18675.


1086/ Open Letter from Professor Biljana Plavšić, Member of Presidency, 27 September 1992, IHRLI Doc. 18671, 18673.


1090/ IHRLI Doc. No. 48571.
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1092/ There is apparently some disagreement as to who is responsible for this facility. The Director of the prison is critical of the HVO and it is stressed that the prison is run by the HVO and not local police officials. ECMM, Report on Inter-ethnic Violence in Vitez, Busovača, and Zenica - April 1993 (17 May 1993), IHRLI Doc. No. 29096.

1093/ Id., IHRLI Doc. No. 29106-29110.
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IHRLI Doc. No. 29695-29696.

1097/  ECMM, Report on Inter-ethnic Violence in Vitez, Busova•a and Zenica-April 1993 (17 May 1993), IHRLI Doc. No. 29107. Prison officials do not keep records of which prisoners are civilians. In addition to civilian and military prisoners (for which the prison has a capacity of about 80), approximately 40 actual criminals are jailed here.

1098/  The voluntariness or verity of these statements is disputed by the ECMM. Id., IHRLI Doc. No. 29110.

1099/  Id., IHRLI Doc. No. 29108-29109.
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1143/ An official UN source, IHRLI Doc. No. 34565.
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1174/ An official UN source, IHRLI Doc. No. 34329.
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1190/ Association of Serbs from Bosnia-Hercegovina, April-July, 1992 IHRLI Doc. No. 10348.
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refugee camp. Assuming the ICRC report is in fact referring to this facility, no additional information was provided to confirm numbers of detainees in residence at this location. ICRC, "List of Detention Places Visited By ICRC in Former Yugoslavia", April 1994, IHRLI Doc. No. 64437-64442, at 64438.

1197/ An official UN source, IHRLI Doc. No. 34329, 34554.

1198/ An official UN source, IHRLI Doc. No. 34329, 34554.
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1203/ ICRC, "Number of Detainees visited by the ICRC during the last six weeks in Bosnia-Herzegovina", 28 June 1993, IHRLI Doc. No. 29991.


1205/ Id.


1207/ Id.

1208/ Id.

1209/ In one incident which occurred on 14 August 1992, an entire family ventured out of their home to get drinking water and was shot down in front of the family's home. See Yugoslav Mission, "Life and Death Under Occupation: Documents Received by the Mission from the Occupied Territories of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina", 4 January 1993, IHRLI Doc. No. 48847-48919, at 48890.

1210/ Letter and Attached Documents from HQ ECMM HUM Section, To UN Committee for Human Rights Re: Possible Violations Of Human Rights, IHRLI Doc. No. 40911-40923, at 40912.


1212/ Yugoslav Mission, "Life and Death Under Occupation: Documents Received by the Mission from the Occupied Territories of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina", 4 January 1993, IHRLI Doc. No. 48847-48919, at 48890.
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1239/ Reportedly the water was freezing. Air temperature was around zero degrees celsius. Id.
1240/ Id.
1242/ The year was not provided.
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